
General information: 

  

We are pleased that you are interested in working for us as a freelancer. Please read the following general 
information regarding collaboration with All Languages and complete the subsequent questionnaire! 

  

Our company is certified pursuant to ISO 17100. 

The standard requires us to meet a number of quality criteria and to provide corresponding documentation. 

This includes, among others: 

- proof of the qualifications and professional skills of all freelancers (diplomas, certificates, proof 
of further training, sample translation, etc.; if no university studies for translators have been 
completed: proof of professional experience as a translator, references); 

- non-disclosure agreement  - we will send you an NDA after your application has been reviewed 
and approved; 

- obtaining an order confirmation for each translation or revision order. 

In addition, we are obliged to review and update the data provided by our translators on a regular basis. If 
we decide to collaborate with you on a long-term basis, you will occasionally receive another (brief) 
questionnaire from us for the purpose of updating our database.  

  

Important information with regard to invoicing: 

- Please submit your invoices on a monthly basis, by the fifth day of the month following delivery. 
Terms of payment: 30 days net.

Application form for freelancers



Line/55 characters: 

Please fully complete the form, save it and return it to office@all-
languages.at

Academic degree: Tel/home: office:
First name: Fax/home:

m f
office:

Address:
Mobile:Surname:

Postal code, city/town, country:
E-mail 1:

Nationality:
E-mail 2:

Date of birth:
Web-Address:
VAT no:

Translator
Fees for translations (in € based on the original text):

Fees - interpreting (€)

Hour:
Half-day:
Day:

Minimum fee:

Line/55 characters: 
excl. revision: incl. revision (dual-control principle):

Line/55 characters: 

Minimum fee:
Hourly fee:

Education + further training:
University Branch of study graduated (year)

Further training / seminars (designation + year):

Membership in professional associations:

Professional experience technical field (+ no. of years):

General + personal data

Type of work + fees

for the following languages:
 in (city/town)

Interpreter simultaneous
Interpreter consecutive

CAT tools

Do you use SDL Trados in your work? 

NoYesDo you use memoQ in your work? Other CAT tools (compatible with memoQ):

OR: per word OR: per word

Certification fee (€):

OR: per word
Revision of third-party translations:

Generally sworn / judicially certified translator

NoYes



Quality management:
Do you check your translations (at least) once after completion before we receive them?

Is a revision process usually included in the translations you deliver (dual-control principle; the reviser must dispose of 
qualifications equivalent to yours)?

NoYes

Would you be willing to revise translations made by other translators? (We only collaborate with qualified translators 
disposing of appropriate professional training and experience.)

Please specify your fees in the “Type of work + fees” section
Restrictions in terms of specialisms:

Please specify your fees in the “Type of work + fees” section

If the answer is no: could you arrange for your translations to be revised, if required (dual-control principle, the reviser must 
dispose of qualifications equivalent to yours)?

Other specialisms:

As a self-employed freelancer, I hereby offer my services for occasional cooperation with your agency and declare 
all of the above information to be true and correct. I enclose with this form a brief curriculum vitae and copies of 
relevant certificates.

General remarks:

, datePlace

Education

Humanities and Social Sciences

Arts and Media

Industry and Technology

Information Technology

Medicine and Pharmaceutics

Science

Politics

Law and administration

Business, Commerce, Finance

Environment

Sports, Leisure-time activities, Tourism

Agriculture and Forestry

Native language

Languages + areas of expertise (specialisms) 
Please check only those specialisms where you have obtained sound professional experience!

I consent to the storage of my personal data as provided in this form. All Languages will not pass on any such data 
to third parties and will use them exclusively for processing translation orders. We will store your data in accordance 
with statutory storage obligations. If we decide not to enter you in our freelancer database, your data will be deleted 
after 6 months at the latest.

NoYes

NoYes

NoYes

Source language 1 Target language 1

Target language 2Source language 2

Target language 3Source language 3

Target language 4Source language 4

Target language 5Source language 5


General information:
 
We are pleased that you are interested in working for us as a freelancer. Please read the following general information regarding collaboration with All Languages and complete the subsequent questionnaire!
 
Our company is certified pursuant to ISO 17100.
The standard requires us to meet a number of quality criteria and to provide corresponding documentation.
This includes, among others:
-         proof of the qualifications and professional skills of all freelancers (diplomas, certificates, proof of further training, sample translation, etc.; if no university studies for translators have been completed: proof of professional experience as a translator, references);
-         non-disclosure agreement  - we will send you an NDA after your application has been reviewed and approved;
-         obtaining an order confirmation for each translation or revision order.
In addition, we are obliged to review and update the data provided by our translators on a regular basis. If we decide to collaborate with you on a long-term basis, you will occasionally receive another (brief) questionnaire from us for the purpose of updating our database. 
 
Important information with regard to invoicing:
-         Please submit your invoices on a monthly basis, by the fifth day of the month following delivery. Terms of payment: 30 days net.
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Translator
Fees for translations (in € based on the original text):
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Half-day:
Day:
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Line/55 characters: 
excl. revision:
incl. revision (dual-control principle):
Line/55 characters: 
Minimum fee:
Hourly fee:
Education + further training:
University
Branch of study
graduated (year)
Further training / seminars (designation + year):
Membership in professional associations:
Professional experience technical field (+ no. of years):
General + personal data
Type of work + fees
for the following languages:
 in (city/town)
Interpreter simultaneous
Interpreter consecutive
CAT tools
Do you use SDL Trados in your work? 
Do you use memoQ in your work? 
Other CAT tools (compatible with memoQ):
OR: per word
OR: per word
Certification fee (€):
OR: per word
Revision of third-party translations:
Generally sworn / judicially certified translator
Quality management:
Do you check your translations (at least) once after completion before we receive them?
Is a revision process usually included in the translations you deliver (dual-control principle; the reviser must dispose of qualifications equivalent to yours)?
Would you be willing to revise translations made by other translators? (We only collaborate with qualified translators disposing of appropriate professional training and experience.)
Please specify your fees in the “Type of work + fees” section
Restrictions in terms of specialisms:
Please specify your fees in the “Type of work + fees” section
If the answer is no: could you arrange for your translations to be revised, if required (dual-control principle, the reviser must dispose of qualifications equivalent to yours)?
As a self-employed freelancer, I hereby offer my services for occasional cooperation with your agency and declare all of the above information to be true and correct. I enclose with this form a brief curriculum vitae and copies of relevant certificates.
, date
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